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I
t should not come as a surprise to anyone practicing 
in the addiction field that addiction science is rife 
with “cross overs” from the social sciences, particu
larly psychology. The question becomes how do 
we, as clinicians, best use traditionally anthro
pological findings to serve our patients. The answer 

begins with looking at examples of how psychoactive sub
stance use is woven throughout the fabric of social life across 
various cultures and ethnic groups. For example, among the 
Itseo of Kenya, “beer parties” are an important social event 
that are used to organize work groups to accomplish much 
in a short time. Accordingly, what we call “neighbors” are 
known to the Itseo as “those with whom we share beer.”1 
The Kofyar of Nigeria similarly place a heavy cultural emphasis 
on beer making and consumption. Traditionally, bride price 
and rent can be paid with beer, and words for periods of time 
are based on the brewing cycle.2

Even among those who do not use alcohol as a form a 
currency, alcohol and drug use are ritualized across the globe. 
In numerous cultures on all continents, it is considered dis
respectful and unfriendly to decline a drink.3 Making a verbal 
toast before drinking is pervasive, and in the Republic of 
Georgia, skilled toastmasters enjoy celebrity status.4 Countless 
cultures also engage in reciprocity in ordering of drinking 
rounds.5 Substance use consistently most frequently takes 
place in a specialized, public place that is a focal point for 
community activity; a “third place” outside of work and 
home.6 For example, even opium dens essentially served as a 
form of social club featuring eating and discussion, along, of 
course, with opium consumption; this reality is contrary to 
our image of a dark den filled with stuporous “dope fiends.”7
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abuse.10 Jacobs and Gill (2002) wrote about a 
Skid Rowesqe culture of Inuits far from home. 
The powerful social networks in their “counter
culture” made it difficult to recruit them to 
treatment.11

Counselors and trainers should be aware that 
culture is rapidly changing, resulting in the senti
ment that the past is a foreign country. Cultural 
trainings go quickly out of date and can be fatally 
anachronistic. It is crucial that we are diligent to 
prevent considering ATODrelated culture in 
only broad brush parameters and miss the differ
ences in subgroups such as of social class, cultural 
beliefs and norms, population density, and re
gion. Treatment providers must act as anthro
pologists and work to learn about their clients’ 
beliefs and the resulting effect on their behavior 
and use use of psychoactive substances.
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